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INC: HIGH PRECISION LINEAR GUIDE WITH ELONGATION THERMAL COMPENSATION

HIGH PRECISION LINEAR GUIDE WITH ELONGATION THERMAL COMPENSATION FOR 3D PRINTING.

SUMMARY
This invention improves linear acuracy, increases the nominal loads for a linear guide system and
improves durability. Also provides compensation for thermal elongation
DESCRIPTION
A base material is required for the guide, in this example an aluminum extrusion is used as a base.
Other materials or profiles can be used aswell.
The base is machined in a CNC machine, to get the required precisition.

Inside the recess is intalled a metal sheet with a high tensile strenght limint (ULS)
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The metal sheet is secured with a mechanical system that prevents dissasembly. Locking system of
the metal sheet

Lip

Locking bolt (bolt is near
but not in direct contact
with the metal shhet)

Locking recess on the
machined part

Also a tensioner system is installed.

This tensioner keeps a force in the same direction of the long axis of the guide, this tensioner will
allow horizontal movements due to thermal expansion but will keep some retaining force to
guarantee good contact between the base material an the metal sheet.
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To keep low Hertzian preasures and guarantee linear contact a Self alinging bearing is used

The principle of work: as a self aligning bearing is used it allows a wider contact area (this is an
example of other base material)

As the base usually do not have a very high strenght limit, and the hertz preasures are very limited in
depth a metal sheet with a high tensile strenght is taking this stresses and providing durability.

Disclosed by Victor Ruiz, Sergi Rosell and Gemma Bolumer Barrera, HP Inc.
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EXAMPLE OF ASSEMBLY OF A LINEAR GUIDE WITH THIS CONCEPTS:
Self‐aligning
Bearing

Tensioner (termal
expansión compesation)

Metal sheet (301 EX ULS >
1500 MPa)

Aluminum bar machined

EXAMPLE OF AN APLICATION
Carriage

Linear Guiding system
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